Advent and Christmas Calendar 2018
Arrival
When you hear the word Arrival, what do you see in your mind’s eye?
An alien landing? (and do they come in peace--or hegemonic power?) A tired but
hopeful motley crew of asylum-seekers straggling toward the southern border of the
U.S.? A red carpet, rolled out for a possibly demanding VIP guest? A flurry of suitcases
and hugs as beloveds come for a visit? A band of angels, faces invisible, wings beating
softly in the darkness, creating a downdraft that will draw Someone else?
Does the word Arrival make your heart leap--or raise your blood pressure? What are the feelings you have when you say the word out
loud? What--or who are you waiting for? And how do you expect them to come?
The images of the migrant caravan in Mexico started me thinking about Advent early this year: those fathers and mothers, children and
elders are so like the Holy Family, making a forced and desperate journey with an unknown reception before them. But from there, I
began to think of other kinds of arrival. Arrival signals journey and movement. It is not static. Arrival has soft boundaries; it asks us to
be open and welcoming if we’re the hosts, or get moving if we are the travelers. We are not passively awaiting the reality we long for.
We are expectant.
It has been a hard year, politically, and perhaps personally for you, as it has for me. It has been a year of many departures--people I
loved, the nature and heart of the country I thought I lived in. But Nature abhors a vacuum. Every departure leaves space for God to
enter in. This Advent, I invite you to let your sacred observance be in the spirit of Arrival, be it with jazz hands as you walk through an
open door, the packing of bags for a new adventure, or the welcome of those who need shelter after a hard journey.
God enters our lives in all the forms named above: alien, friendly, demanding, comforting, needy and self-offering. At Advent and
Christmas, God arrives as all of the above at once, and especially as: a baby. The long-awaited Prince of Peace, the One who makes us
One-der, silenced in awe, stilled in perfect contented joy the way only a baby can make us. We have been waiting so long for this arrival.
The day is almost here.
When it comes, just for a moment, we can stop waiting.
Happy Advent and Merry Christmas, Beloved.
Rev. Molly Baskette, Senior Minister, First Church Berkley

Over….

Sanctuary UCC is blessed to be one of the thousands of UCC folk who receive Molly’s annual advent calendar creation and her blessed,
heartfelt message. As she suggests, “print it on pretty paper, hang it on your refrigerator and put a little more
Hope, Peace, Joy, & Love in the world through your actions and reflections”!

